To enter and eligibility

1) The competition is open to any team registered to take part in Mission X 2019
2) All mascot name submissions must be submitted by an adult over the age of 18
3) The competition will run from 10:00am GMT on 08 March 2019 to 23:59pm GMT on 30th April 2019 inclusive
4) All competition entries must be received by no later than 23:59 GMT on the 30th April 2019. All competition entries received after this time will not be counted
5) Enter the competition by submitting the following information only to mission-x@stem.org.uk:
   - The Mission X team name
   - The mascot name suggestions
   - Your name (teacher or responsible adult over the age of 18)
   - Your email address (teacher or responsible adult over the age of 18)

Terms and conditions

The name

1) Each name suggestion should be a single word
2) Each name should appeal to many different cultures and languages
3) Each name must not have been used for a past, current or proposed space mission, or a component part of a space mission.
4) Each name must not infringe a third party’s intellectual property rights, including trademarks.

Judging the entries

1) ESERO-UK and ESA will appoint a judging panel. That panel will select the winning names from all the names submitted. The decision of the panel of judges (acting reasonably) will be final. If multiple teams submit the winning mascot names they will all be announced as the winners of the competition
2) As part of their decision, the panel will consider whether the name is acceptable to all ESA Member States.

The prize

1) The new ESA mascots will officially be named using the winning name suggestions.

Winner announcement

2) The decision of the judging panel is final and no correspondence or discussion will be entered into
3) The winning team will be contacted personally as soon as practicable, using the email address provided with the competition entry
4) The winning team will be announced on the 3rd June 2019. The winning team will be contacted via the adult who submitted the mascot name suggestions.

5) The winning team name and school/club/organisation name (if applicable) will be announced via Mission X social media channels and newsletters. This information may also be promoted on ESA social media channels, ESA Education social media channels and ESA newsletters.

6) By submitting a competition entry the winning team agrees that ESERO-UK and ESA may, but is not required to, make your team name, school/club/organisation name (if applicable) and mascot name submission available on the ESERO-UK and ESA websites and any other media, whether now known or invented in the future, and in connection with any publicity of the competition. You agree to grant ESERO-UK and ESA a non-exclusive, worldwide, irrevocable licence, for the full period of any intellectual property rights in the competition entry, to use, display, publish, transmit, copy, edit, alter, store, re-format and sub-licence the competition entry for such purposes.

Data protection and publicity

This privacy notice explains how we use any personal information we collect about you when you complete the following application form.

What information we need

In order to process your submission and enable us to contact you with information regarding the competition, we will need:

- The Mission X team name
- The mascot name suggestions
- Your name (teacher or responsible adult over the age of 18)
- Your email address (teacher or responsible adult over the age of 18)

Why we need it

We need to know this data in order to:

- process your team’s submission
- contact you if your team are the winner of the competition
- share anonymised data with our funders within the EU – this will include your team name and mascot name suggestions

We will only collect personal data required to provide and oversee this service to you. You will not automatically receive marketing emails about other STEM Learning/ESERO-UK educational products and services, if you would like to receive these please sign up on our website.

What we do with it

Your personal data will be shared with those involved in administering the programme at STEM Learning Ltd and ESERO-UK. Anonymised data will be shared with our EU funders.
If your team are the winner of the competition, you agree that we may use your team and school/club name to announce the winner of this competition and for any other reasonable and related promotional purposes.

We have systems in place to ensure secure processing of your personal data by ourselves and anyone whom it is shared with. All the personal data we process is done so by our staff in the UK.

**How long we keep it**

The details of the winning entry will be kept for up to 2 years after the end of the competition. All other entries will be deleted after the announcement of the winner.

**What your rights are**

You have the right to request a copy of the information that we hold about you. If you would like a copy of some or all of your personal information, please email or write to us. We want to make sure that your personal information is accurate and up to date. You may ask us to correct or remove information you think is inaccurate.

If you wish to raise a complaint on how we have handled your personal data please contact our Data Protection Officer who will investigate the matter. You can write to our Data Protection Officer at National STEM Learning Centre, University of York, Heslington, York, YO10 5DD or email datasecurity@stem.org.uk